Active particles may happen to be confined in channels so narrow that they cannot overtake each other (Single File conditions). This interesting situation reveals nontrivial physical features as a consequence of the strong inter-particle correlations developed in collective rearrangements. We consider a minimal model for active Brownian particles with the aim of studying the modifications introduced by activity with respect to the classical (passive) Single File picture. Depending on whether their motion is dominated by translational or rotational diffusion, we find that active Brownian particles in Single File may arrange into clusters which are continuously merging and splitting (active clusters) or merely reproduce passive-motion paradigms, respectively. We show that activity convey to self-propelled particles a strategic advantage for trespassing narrow channels against external biases (e.g., the gravitational field).
I. INTRODUCTION
The study of the physical properties of living matter has received great attention in the last decade. Beside the relevance in Biology, Physiology and Medicine, these systems can show intriguing new Physics. In particular, active or self-propelled particles (SPP) -individual units that can transform chemical energy into kinetic energy -exhibit a wealth of non-equilibrium phenomena, like collective motion [1] , dynamical patterns formation [2] [3] [4] , and unusual rheological properties [5] . Examples of SPP are microbes and bacteria [6] , algae [7] , molecular motors [8] , but also artificial colloidal microswimmers can be designed to achieve reliable and reproducible examples of self-propulsion [9] . In physically-and biologically-relevant situations [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , SPP can be constrained to move in channels so narrow that the mutual passage of the constituents is prohibited. Whenever this happens we say that they form an Active Single File (ASF) system. It is known that extreme confinement conditions in passive systems generate strong interparticle correlations, leading to subdiffusion [17] [18] [19] [20] . Under strong confinement as well as biases imposed by external fields or environmental conditions, the enhanced mobility characteristic of active particles may lead to new collective dynamical properties. These, in turns, may strongly affect the the system's transport behavior, e.g., in channelemptying processes, or the microbiology of soil during infections or for filtration and purification applications [10] .
Although hydrodynamic effects are expected to play a role under severe geometric constraints [21, 22] , in favor of simplicity and analytical tractability in the present context we consider a minimal Brownian model for active motion [23] . Indeed, a major goal in this work is to study how Single File properties are modified when self-propelled particles are present. We tackle this issue by investigating the interplay between the increased mobility due to activity and the hindering effects coming from the Single File condition. In particular, with both open channel ends, we concentrate on the dependence of its emptying from either the degree of activity or the rotational vs translational character of the active motion. We find that the active particles undergo a dynamical transition from rotational to translational behavior, which also corresponds to a structural change for the ASF system, with the formation of "active clusters" continuously merging and splitting. Albeit not significantly improved by the existence of clusters, translational active particles expose a significant capability of trespassing channels against external biases.
II. A THEORETICAL MODEL FOR ACTIVE MOTION
On the basis of Ref. [23] , we consider a minimal model where 2-dimensional overdamped active particles in contact with a thermal bath are self-propelled by a constant force along a direction specified by an angular coordinate. An active particle of radius R is viewed as characterized by a unit vector u(t) ≡ (cos θ(t), sin θ(t)) in the xy plane, defining the direction of the active force of intensity F a . The particle is subjected to both translational and rotational diffusion, with coefficients D t and D r , respectively. Once projected along the channel direction, which we assume to coincide with the x-axis, the equations of motion become
where k B is the Boltzmann constant, T the heat-bath temperature, F e is the external uniform force, and both ξ t (t) and ξ r (t) are Gaussian white noise,
, representing a random force and a random torque, respectively. In particular, D t is assumed to satisfy the Einstein relation ζ D t = k B T where ζ is the translational friction coefficient that, for a spherical particle of radius R in a fluid with viscosity η is equal to 6πRη. The active force is related to the modulus of the drift velocity of the active particle v a , F a = ζ v a , in the absence of external fields.
A. Linear vs rotational diffusion: identification of a crossover line
As customary we quantify the particle's activity through the Péclet number, namely the ratio between advection and diffusion [24] :
Within our model, Pe can also be interpreted as the ratio between the work done by the active force over a distance of the order of the particle's size and the thermal energy. At variance with Ref.
[23], we do not fix the ratio between D r and D t . Instead, we encode it into a second adimensional parameter,
which we name the rotation number and that expresses the predominance of the rotational over the translational diffusion. Equivalently, Ro may be seen as the ratio between the translational and the rotational time scales, τ t = R 2 /2D t and τ r = 1/2D r , respectively. Pe and Ro can be easily related to other quantities, like, e.g., the persistence length L p ≡ v a /D r which is often used in simulation as a control parameter: Namely,
The main advantage in using Pe and Ro is that we have two independent control parameters which neatly separate the effects of the activity and of the rotational diffusion on the particle dynamics. In a run-and-tumble model in which the rotational dynamics is typically defined through a shot noise, the rotation number would be defined as Ro ≡ R 2 α/D t , where α is the tumbling rate [25, 26] . Once averaged over a uniform distribution of the initial angles θ(0) = θ 0 , there is no preferred direction for the active motion, and the mean square displacement from the initial position x(0) = x 0 evolves as where the last approximation is valid for t ≫ τ r , and we have defined an effective, active diffusion coefficient as
Besides τ t and τ r , we thus have also an active time scale τ a = R 2 /2D a . Notice that as a consequence of the random direction of the active force, instead of being related to the drift, τ a is associated to an active diffusion process.
The influence of the reorientational process on the translational dynamics depends on the typical timescale of the rotational diffusion as well as on the magnitude of the active force. It is thus defined by the ratio between the typical timescales of rotational and translational motion, τ r and τ a respectively. For τ a ≪ τ r the motion is dominated by (active) translational diffusion with a predominance of straight trajectories over bends; Vice versa, as τ a ≫ τ r rotational diffusion become prevalent. The condition τ r /τ a = 1 leads to a relation between Péclet and Rotation numbers
that is graphically reported in Fig. 1 . This relation divides the plane Ro-Pe in two distinct regions and suggests a way to classify the active particles of our model as follows: A Self-Propelled particle may be called Translational Active Particle -TAP (Rotational Active Particle -RAP) if it lies above (below) the line. Note that compared to their characteristic translational timescale TAP's change the direction of the active force slowly, hence they exhibit long periods of straight motion; On the other hand rotational diffusion is predominant for RAP's dynamics. Although in our case the particle orientation is not abruptly "tumbled" through a shot noise term, we may thus associate TAP's to runners and RAP's to tumblers with respect to run-and-tumble models [26] . Available data for bacteria and algae indicate that these microorganisms have a tendency to perform long period of straight motion. Consistently, in the Ro-Pe representation they are classified as TAP's (See empty symbols in Fig. 1 ).
On the other hand, bacteria mutants obtained through genetic engineering may become RAP's (See filled square in Fig. 1 ). For artificial microswimmers (Vertical lines in Fig. 1 ), Ro is fixed and depends on the shape, while Pe can be tuned by varying, for example, the H 2 O 2 concentration [32] . Eq. (8) is particularly interesting when studying an ASF system. Indeed, in passing from RAP's to TAP's it identifies a crossover line which singles out the formation of dynamical aggregates.
III. ACTIVE BROWNIAN PARTICLES ESCAPING A CHANNEL IN SINGLE FILE
In analogy with passive systems one would expect that interacting Self Propelled particles under Single File condition (ideal representation of an extreme channel-like confinement) display significant changes with respect to the dynamical properties in the bulk. By focusing in particular on the emptying process of the Single File we show that the distinction between RAP's and TAP's determines the main properties of the system such as dynamical clustering and the mean emptying time either in the presence or in the absence of an external bias.
A. Analytical derivation of the channel's emptying probability
To properly address the problem of the emptying process of an active system under Single File constraint it is convenient to look first at the corresponding problem for a system of passive particles. Single File conditions force particles to maintain spatial order thus generating a complex correlation structures in the system. As a result, particles perform a subdiffusive motion which lasts for a very long time if their number is large enough [33] . In spite of this, passive Single File evolution can be mapped onto normal diffusion thanks to the Reflection Principle. It has been Jepsen [34] the first to point out that it is possible to map the Single File diffusion onto a free particles diffusion in which at each collision particles simply exchange their labels. This is equivalent to impose reflecting boundary conditions at the planes x i (t) = x j (t) at which particles i and j collide [35] .
The combinations of all possible reflections are given by the permutations of the coordinates, so that the probability P N (x, t|x 0 , N, L) of finding the Single File array in positions x ≡ (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x N ) at time t within a channel centered in x = 0 of width L, given that the initial coordinates a time zero are
, is provided by the expression [35] 
where Π N is the set of permutations of N objects, D represents the set of allowed configurations,
is the Green function for the free single-particle problem with absorbing boundaries at x = ±L/2. Although exact, Eq. (9) is hard to handle both analytically and numerically because of the restriction on the allowed configurations. However, if one is interested in the survival probability of all the N particles within the channel,
permutations in Eq. (9) allow to remove the particles order constraint and one obtains
where
is the survival probability of a single free particle originally posed at x 0 k and absorbed in ±L/2. For the study of the emptying process of a Single File system of identical particles Eq. (11) turns out to be a fundamental simplification. If we indicate with S n (t|x 0 , N, L) the probability of having at least 0 ≤ n ≤ N particles within the channel at time t, given that initially N particles are posed in position
N ) within a channel of length L, the channel emptying probability becomes
Now, S n (t|x 0 , N, L) can be viewed as the sum
where p n (t|x 0 , N, L) is the probability of having n particles within the channel at time t, given that at time zero the N particles were located at x 0 . Another way of defining p n (t|x 0 , N, L) is by saying that n particles have a first passage time at the boundaries larger than t, while for N − n ones the first passage time is smaller than t. Thanks to Eq. (11) we thus have
where the combinatorial factors again arise as a consequence of the particles exchange symmetry. If the initial conditions x 0 are randomly distributed along the channel, all the single-particle survival probabilities in Eq. (14) become equal and Eq. (13) neatly simplifies into
is the survival probability of a free particle initially placed at random within the channel. To the best of our knowledge, we are accounting here the first analytical derivation of Eq. (15), which governs the escape dynamics of passive particles in Single File. In particular, the channel emptying probability becomes
Integrating Eq. (17) over time gives the mean emptying time:
B. Unbiased channel emptying for active Brownian particles
When activity is introduced, the interplay between rotational and translational timescales has some important consequences. After a collision two TAP's will tend to push one against the other, promoting the formation of a small aggregate of swimmers. Thus, collisions among TAP's may be seen as non-reflecting collisions; In turns, the the reflection principle could be effectively preserved in collisions among RAP's. As a consequence, Eqs. (15, 18) are expected to play a role also in the realm of ASF systems, but only below the crossover line established in Eq. (8) .
As specified in the Appendix, we performed simulations for different values of Ro and Pe. A quantitative way of addressing the significance of Eqs. (15, 18) is by monitoring the the relative difference of the numerical mean emptying time T where the survival probability S 1 (t|1, L) in Eq. (15) has been numerically determined. The level curves plots reported in Fig. 2 show that, indeed, below the line in Eq. (8) 
C. Dynamical clustering in Single File
The validity-range of Eqs. (15, 18 ) also corresponds to a structural change in ASF systems. Collisions can be understood as seeds for the nucleation of dynamical clusters held together by the action of active forces. Consider (active) hardcore particles of radius σ/2. The presence of peaks at separation multiple of σ in the static, distinct radial distribution function,
reveals the existence of clusters, with the number of peaks corresponding to the typical cluster-size in units of σ. We numerically studied G 2 for an ASF system, this time with periodic boundary conditions to increase our sampling. Ensemble averages at a time much larger than the system's correlation time are obtained by considering the particles' coordinates x i and x j in different dynamical realizations with random initial conditions. Level curves in Fig. 3 , which report the number of peaks of G 2 as a function of Ro and Pe, retain a close similarity with Fig. 2 . This means that RAP's do not aggregate, whereas TAP's do. Hence, the line in Eq (8) also marks the onset of dynamical clustering where SPP's continuously merge and split into coherent assemblies. Note that dynamical clustering has been observed and discussed very recently in several examples of self-propelled particle systems, in one, two and three dimensions [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] . In the following we show that this collective effect however does not improve the chances of a single TAP to escape the channel against an external bias. 
D. Emptying process in the presence of an external bias
An interesting practical situation is that of biased or "tilted" Single File channels. In several biological processes as well in microfluidic devices SPP's may be found to move against the direction of an externally imposed bias (e.g., the gravitational field [43, 44] ). We explore this problem by adding to our ASF model an external constant and uniform force field F e pointing along the channel direction, say, to its right end. Even within this extended parameter space (enlarged by the presence of the field), the previous distinction between TAP's and RAP's highlights different dynamical behaviors.
We start the characterization of the emptying process for tilted channels by studying the existence of possible correlations among the active force orientations. Specifically, at the instant at which a particle leaves the channel from the left (against the bias), we calculate the average cos θ (θ being the angle between the active force orientation and the channel axis) for those particle still in the channel that appear to be part of a cluster. We consider a particle to part of a cluster if one of its nearest neighbor is closer than the interaction range (See Appendix A). The average is both over the different particles satisfying such a condition and over different escaping events. With this definition we can collect a good statistics for both TAP's and RAP's. In the latter case this happens because, although no stable cluster is formed, within the channel there are enough colliding particles which are forming an instantaneous two-particle cluster for the average to be significantly calculated. In Fig. 4 we show that at low Ro cos θ is smaller than zero, meaning that at the instant when a particle leaves the channel against the bias clustered TAP's in the channel tend to point along the left. Increasing Ro towards RAP's particles, this tendency is lost. This observation is consistent with the fact that the "active clusters" detected in the previous Section tend in fact to have a common orientation of the active force at the moment a particle exits against the bias. Hence, particles in a cluster leave the channel one after the other in a rapid sequence (See animations in the Supplementary Material). This effect, which also exists in the absence of the bias (F e = 0), gets weaker as F e increases, and vanishes for F e F a . Under the latter circumstances, trespassing the channel against the bias becomes a rare, isolated event.
We now focus on the capability of particles, initially randomly distributed both in space and velocity direction, to overcome the external bias. A quantitative measure of such a capability is given by (twice) the fraction of particles exiting on the left side of the channel,
where N l is the average number of particles absorbed at the left end. With the inclusion of the factor 2 in Eq. (21), the value φ l = 1 indicates that on average half of the particles leave the channel from the left side and the emptying process is not affected by F e . On the other hand, when φ l = 0 no particle is capable to overcome the bias. The left panel of Fig. 5a displays results of numerical simulations performed for 21 at Pe = 100, a typical value for several microswimmers. Again, by increasing Ro we observe a significant change of φ l . Whereas TAP's retain a significant capability of moving against the external bias even under Single File conditions, RAP's are dominated by the force field. Given the similarity of the φ l curves with respect to different biases in the left panel of Fig. 5a , it is interesting to check whether the SPPs exhibit a common way to trespass the channel against a given F e . Intriguingly, by comparing the typical energy of the SPP with the energy barrier imposed by the external bias, the fraction of upstreamers φ l turns out to satisfy a scaling behavior whenever F a < F e . More precisely if, for given values of Pe and F e , we divide φ l by its maximum value φ l max (Pe, F e ) = φ l (Ro ≃ 0, Pe, F e ), we obtain the fraction φ ⋆ l of upstreamers with respect to the fraction of TAP's (Ro ≃ 0),
where W e ≡ F e L/2, and Notice that W e and W a can be understood respectively as the average work done by the external force to bring a SPP out of a channel of length L, and the effective thermal energy for a SPP at given values of Pe and Ro. The right panel of Fig. 5a indeed exhibits a data-collapse of simulations performed at different values of Ro, Pe, F e , L. The master curve f in Eq. (22) shows an initial very slow decay which crosses over to a power-law regime. In particular, φ ⋆ remains close to 1 for TAP's (small Ro and thus large W a ). The existence of these two regimes demonstrate the specific capability of TAP's of being better resilient to the imposed field. Moreover, the collapse of the data into a single master curve f suggests that, whenever a confined system fulfills Single File conditions, a common (universal) behavior for SPP's (either TAP's or RAP's) is expected regardless of their, dimensions or propelling mechanism. We believe this conclusion to be worth further inspected through experimental tests.
One may speculate whether the existence of clusters of TAP's improves the chances of trespassing the channel against the bias. Fig. 5b demonstrates that this is not the case. Essentially the same behavior obtained for N = 21 in Fig. 5a is reproduced in Fig. 5b for N = 1. For the system sizes we have analyzed, this means that the capability of TAP's of moving against the bias is simply a consequence of their "translational activity" and is not a cooperative effect.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have studied the dynamical properties of active particles under Single File conditions, an ideal representation of a very narrow channel in which particles cannot pass each other. Within a simple model of selfpropelled particles we have proposed a characterization of their dynamics by introducing, besides the Péclet number Pe, the rotation number Ro. Although instrumental to our scopes, Ro is simply related to other quantities (like the particles' persistence length) so that equivalent ways of characterizing the translational-to-rotational character of the active particles are possible. According to our scheme, particles can be distinguished into TAP's and RAP's, separated by Eq. (8) in the Ro-Pe phase space. By examining data reported in the literature we find that most bacteria and algae, even if characterized by a rotation number Ro larger than that of spherical Janus particle, remain above the crossover line and behave as TAP's. The distinction between RAP's and TAP's turns out to be important in investigating some dynamical properties of active particles in Single File such as the emptying process of a narrow channel with and without an external bias. In particular, we have shown that analytical tools here introduced to characterize passive motion can be also used to describe RAP's emptying process of the channel. Unlike RAP's the main distinctive property of TAP's is their aptness to form aggregates, named "active clusters". Although not in consequence of a cooperative effect, TAP's have been also shown to possess higher capabilities of trespassing narrow channels against external fields.
Since our main goal has been to discuss within a simple picture how classic Single File emptying processes are altered by the presence of activity, throughout our study hydrodynamic interactions have been neglected. These might be relevant especially in the case of bacteria and algae. In particular, while for a single cell the hydrodynamic effect due to extreme confinement could be neglected [10] , cell-cell interactions in crowded systems may be influenced by hydrodynamics [21] . These last aspects are certainly worth to be explored in the future, either experimentally or theoretically. On the other hand, in cases in which physical interactions could be dominated by steric rather than hydrodynamic contributions, our findings are to be interpreted as a strategic advantage for TAP's microorganisms in overcoming external biases in strongly confined environment, leading to better chances in food search, environment exploration or propagation of infections. In this view it is interesting to notice that genetic mutation may transform TAP's into RAP's, thus, in principle, drug therapies increasing Ro by enhancing the rotational diffusion could eliminate such an advantage. the case of periodic boundaries the elapsing simulation time has been 10 6 ∆t, while with absorbing boundaries it has been variable in the range [10 4 ∆t, 10 7 ∆t]; In both cases, from 10 3 to 10 6 independent realizations were performed. To simulate collisions between point-like particles, whenever they overtake each other we switch the labels of the colliding particles returning thus to their pre-collision ordering. Conversely, to study the phenomenon of dynamical aggregation we simulate particles with a certain size σ, employing a truncated-shifted Lennard-Jones interaction potential [45] : 
Specifically, we have chosen σ=1. This two simulation methods give the same results in the dilute limit L/σ → ∞, which can be achieved letting σ → 0 with a fixed L. Fig. 6 compares the emptying probabilities obtained using the two simulation methods. Indeed, for σ → 0 the second method gives the same result of the first.
